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Two time winners of the National Gospel Awards, Lionel  Leslie are the most sought after Husband  Wife

ministry in the music industry. Get your copy today and see why...... 12 MP3 Songs GOSPEL:

Contemporary Gospel, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: The powerful  talented husband and

wife ministry of Lionel  Leslie lyrically speak the gospel while their captivating musical style speaks to the

soul. Their creations begin with their love for the Lord and the musical gifts that he has given them.

Together they sing, write and produce for themselves as well as other artists. Their messages have been

well received because they speak about everyday life experiences, testimonies, and relationships.

Lionel's training at the Mattie Moss Clark Conservatory Of Music, under direction of the Clark Sisters

paved the way for what was to come. Lionel  Leslie can be heard daily at the top of each hour singing the

theme song that they wrote and produced for the new XM Radio's channel 63-The Spirit. Leslie also uses

her smooth vocals to perform voice copies for The Spirit. Together, they have been able to successfully

minister to an audience of couples and singles, young and old. They believe that their ministry and

marriage is successful because it is based on the Personal Relationship that they have with GOD. To

date, Lionel  Leslie have been blessed to grace the stage with National Artist, Helen Baylor, Gabriel

Hardeman Delegation, The Bolton Brothers, Greg O'Quinn, Peggy Britt, Angela Spivey, Natalie Wilson

and the S.O.P. Chorale, and Kevin McFadden. Their sophomore CD, entitled Will You Be Ready?, no

doubt speaks the gospel truth. The truth is, Jesus!, and that he is coming soon! It captures the reality of

everyday life as in their debut CD, Personal Relationship. However, the Will You Be Ready project is

unmistakably in a class by itself. Awe-inspiring vocals and captivating beats saturate the songs

throughout the CD. Combining the right mix of lyrics, music and attitude is the gateway to open the minds

and hearts of all listeners to receive Christ. Songs like; He Is, Will You Be Ready?, Our Love and His
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Love are a few of the songs featured on the CD meant to do just that. Their talent is anointed. Their love

for the Lord is unmistakable and everlasting. Brace yourself for an unexpected revolution in the music

industry from Lionel  Leslie!
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